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Abstract

The Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS) observed the Galilean satellites during theCassini spacecraft’s 2000/2001 flyb
of Jupiter, providing compositional and thermal information about their surfaces. The Cassini spacecraft approached the jovian
closer than about 126 Jupiter radii, about9 million kilometers, at a phase angle of< 90◦, resulting in only sub-pixel observations by VIM
of the Galilean satellites. Nevertheless, most of the spectral features discovered by the Near Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (NIM
the Galileo spacecraft during more than four years of observations have been identified in the VIMS data analyzed so far, in
possible13C absorption. In addition, VIMS made observations in the visible part of the spectrum and at several new phase angles
Galilean satellites and the calculated phase functions are presented. In the process of analyzing these data, the VIMS radiometric
calibrations were better determined in preparation for entry into the Saturn system. Treatment of these data is presented as an
the VIMS data reduction, calibration and analysis process and a detailed explanation is given of the calibration process applied to
data.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (VIM

(Brown et al., 2004)is part of the instrument payload on
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the Cassini–Huygens spacecraft that flew by the Jupiter
tem in December 2000 on its way to orbit the Saturn s
tem in early July 2004. The VIMS acquired measureme
of the four Galilean satellites, in addition to other obser
tions, over a period of several months(Brown et al., 2003).
The spacecraft approached the jovian system no closer tha
about 126 Jupiter radii, about 9 million kilometers, and
phase angle of< 90◦, resulting in only hemispheric, sub
pixel, observations by the VIMS of the Galilean satellit
These observations are much lower in spatial resolution
are higher in spectral resolution and coverage and in sig
to-noise ratio than the previous Galileo NIMS observatio
In some cases the VIMS observations cover different side
the satellites or different phase angles and, of course, a
ferent times than seen before. Thus, as part of the VIMS
science analysis, it is useful to compare the VIMS findin
with the earlier NIMS results. Further, the Galilean satel
observations are part of a broader radiometric calibration
fort that began before launch(Brown et al., 2004). It will
be useful for future analysis efforts to describe here the
cedures and results in improving and applying the spec
radiometric calibration and present an example of anal
of VIMS data in anticipation of the efforts expected for t
Saturn system data.

2. Instrument characteristics

VIMS consists of two integrated, bore-sighted slit-grat
spectrometers with separate reflecting telescopes(Brown et
al., 2004). These two spectral channels cover the ran
0.35–1.05 µm (Visual channel) and 0.8–5.1 µm (IR ch
nel) with nominal spectral sampling of 7.3 nm (96 ban
and 16.6 nm (256 bands), respectively. The VIMS V
ble (V) and Infrared (IR) spectral channels have differ
fore optics and types of focalplanes (detectors) and the
produce data sets with different characteristics and have
ferent calibrations. VIMS-V is equipped with a frame tran
fer 256× 512 pixels CCD matrix detector on which spat
and spectral information are simultaneously stored. Ra
tion collected from VIMS-V telescope is focused onto t
spectrometer slit. The slit image is spectrally dispersed
a diffraction grating and then imaged on the CCD. Th
on each CCD column is recordedthe slit image at a given
wavelength band. The slit long axis lies in the cross-track
rection of the S/C motion; the full 2D image is then built
mirror scanning in the along-track direction. The IR chan
has a one-dimensional focal plane and scans its IFOV in
dimensions: along and perpendicular to the slit’s long a
The VIMS-V has two spatial resolution modes, 167× 167
and 500× 500 µrad per IFOV; the VIMS-IR has two mod
of 250× 500 and 500× 500 µrad per IFOV. The measur
ment modes of these two channels are defined so as to
duce compatible data sets that can be used to create a
data cube covering the entire spectral range. This is achi
by operating both instruments in the 500× 500 µrad mode
-
le

To achieve this the IR channel co-adds two 250× 500 µrad
IFOVs while the V channel integrates three 167× 500 µrad
IFOVs. Both channels operate with the same spectral s
pling (7.3 nm/band for V and 16.6 nm/band for IR) in-
dependent of the spatial resolution used. Nevertheless
clarity we will separately treat the analysis for each of
two spectral channels.

The nominal data set is an image cube consisting of
spatial dimensions and one spectral dimension. Becaus
IR portion of the instrument collects one IFOV per mirr
step in its cross-track direction, it drives the rate at which
image cube is acquired when the visual and IR channels
simultaneously operated.

The integration times are coordinated for the V and
channels within operational constraints so as to achieve
desired DN signal levels. The V channel, with its tw
dimensional array detector, acquires in one exposure
tegration time) all spectral channels for the entire line
pixels, (nominally 64) along its slit projected onto the sou
target. The IR channel, with its linear array detector,
tegrates and reads out its detector 64 times while mo
its IFOV, using the IR telescope’s scanning secondary
ror along the IFOV of the V channel slit, to obtain data
all 64 nominal pixel positions along the V-channel slit. T
VIMS V and IR are bore-sighted and are normally synch
nized so that the V channel exposes simultaneously fo
entire IR line when the IR channel is scanning the same
making the two channels of observations simultaneous f
line (there is in fact a small offset in the bore sights of
two channels of between 1 and 2 pixels).

The data returned by the VIMS consist of raw data nu
bers for each spectral channel at each spatial pixel. E
spectral channel is assigned a wavelength determined
the wavelength calibration, and the data numbers, once
dark and background signal have been subtracted, are m
plied by a radiometric response function for each pixel tha
relates raw instrument response in DN to physical units.
radiometric response function is derived from measurem
made on the ground before launch, enhanced with in-fl
measurements of Venus, the Moon, Galilean satellites,
several stars. The resulting radiance can be divided by
solar flux to derive reflectance as a function of wavelen
for the illuminated portion of the field of view. If other rad
ation is present, such as for Io and the Moon, the ratio
contain a mixture of thermal radiation by the target and
flected solar radiation at longer wavelengths. Deconvolu
of emitted and thermal radiation from the target requires
ditional information potentially complicating the derivatio
of I/F values from the raw instrument response(Clark and
McCord, 1980).

The Galilean satellite observations presented here w
obtained while the spacecraft stared or ‘pointed’ at each
ject during Cassini’s flyby of Jupiter in December 2000. A
ditional serendipitous satellite observations occurred wh
satellite would pass through the VIMS FOV during ‘poin
ed’ Jupiter observations. In these instances, only sate
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that orbited within the full field of view of VIMS (32 mra
by 32 mrad) and near Jupiter were observed (mostly Io
Europa). The distance of the Cassini spacecraft from
Galilean satellites was such that the IR channel obse
tions of the satellites were sub-pixel, which is true for
star observations as well. At Cassini’s closest approac
Jupiter, Callisto came closest to filling the IFOV, with t
angle subtended being∼ 0.51 mrad, about the same size
the 0.5 × 0.5 mrad IFOV of the nominal VIMS pixel. Bu
the ∼ 70◦ phase angle of that observation results in the
luminated portion of Callisto being sub-pixel. The sub-pi
nature of all VIMS observations of the Galilean satelli
has implications for the radiometric and spectral respo
of the spectrometers for these objects. For the V chan
the slit width is 1/3 that of the IR channel, thus, the satell
images were sometimes larger than the V slit. Neverthe
the instrument was operated in the 500× 500 µrad spatia
resolution mode, to obtain a uniform data set for VIMS
and IR, resulting effectively in sub-pixel observations for
VIMS-V instrument as well.

Observations of the satellites were made throughout the
several phases of the encounter(Brown et al., 2003). Used
in this analysis are those observations made when the
gle subtended by the satellite was at its maximum (clo
to Jupiter encounter) and the greatest part of the vis
satellite hemisphere was illuminated (smaller phase ang
These are measurements from targeted observations d
the Phase B, C, D, and E portions of the encounter,
before and after closest approach, and with phase an
varying from∼ 20◦ to ∼ 90◦. The longitudinal coverage fo
the returned observations of the satellites includes both
leading and trailing hemispheres of Io and Ganymede,
only the leading hemisphere of Europa for the IR chan
(due to spacecraft pointing restrictions and spacecraft ope
ations problems causing loss of planned observations)
the photometric analysis a slightly larger data set, which
cludes both leading and trailing hemisphere of Europa,
been used for the VIMS-V channel. In addition, some d
near closest approach to Jupiter were lost due to a spac
saving event.

3. Data characteristics

The icy Galilean satellites are a challenge to obse
in the infrared because of the reflectance characteristics
H2O. Ice and heavily hydrated materials absorb stron
beyond a wavelength of about 2.5 µm, but have highe
flectance shortward of about 1.3 µm and between the se
strong vibrational absorptions between 1.3 and 2.5 µm.
effect on the signal obtained for the icy Galilean satellite
enhanced because solar radiation and instrument sensitivit
are greater at shorter wavelengths. Thus, for our observa
of the Galilean satellites at least two integration times w
employed to acquire high SNR data for the entire IR spec
range. A similar challenge exists toward the UV region,
,

,

-

.
g

s

r

ft

l

s

to the presence of sulfur and other UV-absorbers, for al
satellites’ spectra where the solar flux, satellite reflectan
and instrument response all decrease.

Example DN spectra for a set of coordinated observat
of Ganymede by VIMS V and IR are shown inFig. 1. Results
for two integration times are shown. The IR-channel sp
tra for the longer integration time (636 ms) have higher
values and saturate at some of the shorter IR wavelength
expected, but possess adequate SNR for detecting abso
features at longer wavelengths. Shorter integration time
servations (here, 156 ms) do not saturate at any wavele
for any of the satellites and are thus scaled and substi
for the shortwave saturated portion of the longer integra
time observations. Note that inFig. 1the IR channel DN val
ues for the longer wavelength channels are scaled upwa
a factor of 20 to better show the nature of the spectra.

There are three spectral channel groups in the IR dom
in which a few pixels have low sensitivity (detectors: 1
to 144, 223 to 225, 276 to 278). These correspond to a
of the detectors where the order sorting filters, placed
the detector array, abut and obscure greater amounts of
(Brown et al., 2004). The signal response of the detectors
these filter overlap areas is non-linear with integration t
and signal, making the absolute calibration of these dete
difficult or impossible. There is one such filter interface
the V channel as well, located at channel 35.

There is a wavy pattern in the IR instrument respon
most evident in the second spectral channel range (dete
144 to 223). It is inferred that the associated order-sor
filter creates interference patterns (a Fabry–Perot effec
the detector. This effect is present in observations of bot
solved and unresolved objects and appears to be consi
Thus, we treat this effect as part of the radiometric c
bration, although some dependence on the target obs
might be expected. The sharp drop in signal near cha
220 is due to the drop in reflectance of the satellite sur
caused by the H2O molecule.

There are single-pixel, single-spectral channel deviat
in the data that we call “spikes” (e.g., inFig. 1near channe
54 and especially longward of channel 278 where the si
is particularly low). These are due partly to particulate ra
ation from the spacecraft nuclear power generators and
cosmic rays striking the detectors, and cannot be calibra
Instead, we have developed algorithms to detect and rem
them. In addition, in the V and IR channels, there are sev
detector pixels that have higher than average dark cur
but their characteristics are known and linear and the e
is removed in the calibration process.

4. The infrared channel data reduction

The IR channel observations used in this analysisTa-
ble 1) are all pointed observations of individual Galile
satellites. That is, the spacecraft was commanded to p
to a specific location, and thespacecraft did this very well
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Fig. 1. The DN spectra are for seven repeated sets of Ganymede observations taken on Day 364, 2000, with integration times of 156 ms (gray) and 63
(black) for both the (a) visual and (b) IR channels. This series occurred just before closest approach, yet Ganymede is slightly sub-pixel to the IR channel.
The phase angle is near 70◦ , and the effective central longitude is∼ 020◦. The signal in shortwave portion of (b) at the longer integration time is satur
from channel 97 to 133. Although VIMS V and IR use 12-bit digitization, and can record up to 4095 data numbers, saturation occurs at∼ 3550 DN for the IR
channel because the background-subtracted signal is displayed. The visual channel does not saturate for these measurements, even at the longest inegration
times.

Table 1
Characteristics of the Cassini VIMS pointed Galilean satellite observations used in the VIMS IR channel analysis

Object (year) Time (Julian Day, Time) # of obs. used Phase angle Sub S/C longit

Io (2000, 2001) 364T0905-0915 3 ∼ 70 300 (325)
364T1120-1124 4 ∼ 70 315 (340)
366T0305-0335 6 ∼ 70 285 (305)
366T0550-0605 4 ∼ 70 315 (335)
001T0020-0045 25 ∼ 90 300 (320)

Europa (2000, 2001) 348T0535-0800 18 0.4–0.6 16–26
364T0800-0830 21 ∼ 70 150 (175)
366T615-0700 10 ∼ 70 340 (360)
010T1035-1055 29 ∼ 90 190 (230)
012T0600-2300 30 ∼ 90 061 (110)–132 (180

Ganymede (2000, 2001) 364T0650-0720 21 ∼ 70 355 (020)
010T0945-1030 24 ∼ 90 190 (230)

Callisto (2000) 349T2000-0715 12 Pass through 0 326–334
early
slit
the
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seems. For these, the sub-pixel object was located in n
the same place (apparently within a few 10ths of the
width and pixel) in the IR spectrometer aperture and thus
IR spectrometer response is expected to be nearly the
for all these sub-pixel observations.

The usual procedure is to treat the DN data to a se
of processes, including to dark/offset and spike removal
then to spatial, spectral and radiometric calibration. The
tial calibration involves using the results of ground po
source and inflight star measurements over the FOV to
e

rect for aberrations in the optical system and to relate
focal plane to far field geometry. There is also the flat fi
calibration that adjusts all pixels across the FOV to the
sponse of the bore sight pixel. In this VIMS IR chann
Galilean satellite case, there is no spatial or flatfield c
bration needed, as all satellites were effectively only s
pixel point sources appearing in the same IR pixel. T
spectral and radiometric calibration is, however, espec
complicated by the sub-pixel nature of the sources, as
discuss in detail here. The objective is to convert DNs
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radiance and then to reflectance by dividing by the s
spectrum.

4.1. Anomalies and artifacts in the IR data

We describe here the anomalies in the data. Some art
result from the sub-pixel nature of these observations.
spectral calibration and spectral resolution are controlle
the width and location of the slit, as projected by the sp
trometer optics onto the detector. An object that subtend
angle smaller than that of the slit (the definition of sub-pix
will act as its own slit and thus any movement of the ob
within the slit will affect both the spectral calibration an
if the detector response is non-uniform across its surf
the instrument response function. That is, the spectral r
lution and wavelength calibration changes to what it wo
be if the slit were the width and at the location of the ima
as projected onto thedetector according to the instrume
point spread function (PSF) at that location in the FOV
spectrum. As the object image formed by the foreoptic
moved around in the wider slit area at the entrance of
spectrometer, the dispersed image of the object projecte
the spectrometer optics onto the detector moves aroun
the array of detectors. These effects result in a wavele
calibration dependent on the location of the sub-pixel
ject relative to the slit. For a point source the wavelen
assignment could change as much as±1/2 channel from
that resulting when the slit is filled, assuming a perfec
focused system with a perfect PSF. In fact, the IR cha
s

-

PSF varies across the FOV and spectrum from below
the pixel at the center of the detector array to approxima
a pixel at the extreme ends of the FOV and spectrum.
means that the effect on the wavelength assignment to
spectral channel (spectral calibration) can vary as doe
PSF across the spectrum and FOV, especially for sub-
sources. Star scan tests in flight across and along the slit
gest that most of the variation seen is due to the PSF mo
through the slit and that any intrinsic variation in sensi
ity across the detector pixels is not seriously affecting
signal.

This effect is mitigated by using only pointed obser
tions, i.e., where the object is positioned and held at a fi
position in the field of view of VIMS during data acquisitio
The accuracy and stability of this type of observation is l
ited by the spacecraft performance and appears to be
to 1/10 of a pixel, so that pointed sub-pixel target obser
tions provide consistent spectra that can be calibrated.
consistency of pointed observations can be seen in plo
all the spectra from a series of repeated individual obse
tions onto one plot (Fig. 1), which helps reveal anomalou
signals (spikes) in individual spectra.

The same seven Ganymede IR DN spectra shown inFig. 1
are shown inFig. 2on an expanded scale and separately
each of the four spectral segments between the low s
tivity pixels created by the detector filter gaps. Apparen
random variations among the spectra at the 2 to 4% l
are visible as are several spikes, especially in the low si
portion of the spectra beyond 2.8 µm. There also are s
ding
Fig. 2. The IR-only DN spectra for the sameseven spectra of Ganymede as plotted inFig. 1. Segments, bounded by the low-sensitivity pixels (correspon
to filter overlaps), are plotted separately to show detail. No processing other than subtracting instrument dark has been applied. The laboratory-derived
wavelength-calibration file has been applied.
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‘odd–even’ patterns evident, due to the sub-pixel natur
the source and detector/multiplexer readout effects.

In Fig. 3 are shown the DN spectra for the two long
wavelength segments for Ganymede compared with sim
spectra for Callisto, showing similar behavior. Noise spi
are especially apparent in the 3.5- to 3.7-µm region
the Callisto spectrum. InFig. 2 an absorption at 4.23 µm
is apparent, which clearly appears in the spectra of b
Ganymede and Callisto inFig. 3. This confirms the CO2 ab-
sorption announced for Callisto by(Carlson et al., 1996)and
described for Europa, Ganymede and Callisto(McCord et
al., 1997, 1998a)using the Galileo NIMS data. The spe
tral channel-to-channel or odd–even channel variation
the DN spectra are evident inFig. 3and are particularly ap
parent for the two channels at the bottom of the CO2 band in
Fig. 3. Note that some spectra show the shorter-wavele
channel higher in DN while other spectra show the op
site. This is probably the effect of slight changes in posit
of the sub-pixel source within the IR spectrometer slit, ca
ing the dispersed spectrum to shift slightly on the dete
array and effectively changingthe wavelength calibration o
the spectrometer. Spectral channels near a steep rise o
in the spectrum DN levels will show great sensitivity to t
wavelength calibration used and to exactly where the s
tral feature falls on the detector array. This effect, of cou
is present throughout the spectrum for sub-pixel sources
is most apparent at points where spectral contrast is g
est.

The formal channel-to-channel standard deviation from
the average of these spectra inFig. 3 for the 3.0- to 3.8-µm
segment ranges from 3.6 to 16.9 DN (1.5 to 5.6%)
Callisto (not including the largest spikes) and from 0.5
8.1 DN (0.3 to 5.2%) for Ganymede. Note that the intrin
instrument noise has been measured to be about±0.5 DN,
but the photon shot noise, assuming a 5% albedo for
longwave portion of icy Ganymede at high phase angle
±2 DN. Thus, the standard deviation for the spectra sh
in Fig. 3 is only slightly larger than that expected. The
are many possible sources for this slight excess in noise
cluding radiation spikes and slight movement in the sou
relative to the spectrometer entrance aperture from obse
tion to observation.

The pointed observations of the Galilean satellites p
vide a unique opportunity to investigate the possibility
scattered light in the wavelength dimension. This can b
difficult phenomenon to detect in a mapping spectrom
designed around a linear detector array, such as the IR
tion of VIMS. However, observation of Europa and Io pr
vide an opportunity to detect scattering of light from sho
wave to long (Europa) and from long wavelengths to sh
(Io). Europa is bright in the near IR because of its icy surfa
which also makes its reflectance very low at mid-IR wa
lengths(McCord et al., 2001). In contrast, eclipse observ
tions of hot Io provide large signals at longer waveleng
and little in the shortwave infrared.Figure 4demonstrates
that there is little or no scattered light detected in either
ll

t
-

-

-

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Portions of the IR-only channels of the seven Ganymede (black)
spectra fromFig. 1 as compared with the same spectral regions of a simi-
lar set of observations for Callisto (gray). (a) The Callisto spectrum con-
tains some odd–even patterning in the 3.2- to 3.8-µm region. (b) Both
the Ganymede and Callisto spectra show variations at the bottom of the
∼ 4.25-µm CO2 band for each moon. Laboratory wavelength-calibration
file has been applied.
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Fig. 4. VIMS IR DN spectra are shown for Io in eclipse (right) and
Europa (left). Both spectra have large amounts of signal at one end o
spectrum and very little at the other end. This suggests that there is no
very little light scattered across the spectrum.

rection in the wavelength domain, as the signal recorde
the dark regions is< 1% for the Io case (probably real sign
from Io) and below system noise for the Europa case.

4.2. Preparing data for the calibration procedure

The first treatment of the “raw” DN spectra is to remo
electronic offsets and background signals due to dark
rent and thermal background photons from the spectrom
optics. For the IR channel, a chopper is used as a no-s
source to enable measurement combination of “dark” off-
sets. The data returned from the spacecraft have a dark/
signal already subtracted, but the subtracted signal is
served in the data. Thus, the signal before dark/offset
traction can be recovered and the dark/offsets can be
alyzed. A more complete understanding of the nature
the dark/offsets can be obtained through dark sky meas
ments, called “background” rather than “dark.” Because
IR chopper has a non-zero temperature it can contribu
measurable signal for long integration times at the lon
wavelengths. This thermal contribution is either empirica
determined from dark sky (background) measurement
modeled from an estimate of the chopper temperature
the assumption of a blackbody emission. Usually, the ef
of the non-zero signal (� 5 DN for a 636 ms integration
from the chopper near 5 µm is removed before deriving
dark/offset-subtracted signal for the IR channels.

Following dark subtraction, radiation-induced spikes
removed. Our approach uses a direct averaging techn
that relies on repeated spectra. Comparisons are mad
tween spectra of a single object that were taken cons
tively within minutes of each other and should ideally
identical. Deviations in spectra from the average are
alyzed channel-by-channel with large deviations being
moved before a new average is calculated. This techn
r

r
l

t
-

-

-

-
-

avoids the need for cross-wavelength comparisons tha
used when each spectrum is unique and that reduce the
tive spectral resolution. For VIMS, the spikes always h
positive DNs. If the spikes occur in the background (da
measurement, however, after subtraction the spike will ap
pear as a negative component in the resulting spect
Thus, both the background and the signal-filled pixel nee
be “cleaned” of spikes. Essentially, many identical obse
tions are averaged together and individual data points l
beyond a selected number of standard deviations from
average are removed. Then, the results are re-average
the data point removal criterion is tightened. This, of cou
has the potential to miss-classify single event, single w
length absorption or emission features as spikes, but no
event is expected to occur for the Galilean satellites.

For some data sets there is a weak odd–even pa
present, shown and discussed so far only for the 3.0–3.8
segment (Fig. 2). As stated earlier, this appears to be due
the sub-pixel nature of the sources and the variation of
PSF across the spectrum that change the wavelength ca
tion and cause slight differences between the general w
length calibration used and detailed variations from spe
channel to spectral channel. The weak saw-toothed pat
are identified and the value of a single channel is replace
an average of itself and the value of the channel at the
wavelength.

Finally, the displayed DN spectra for Callisto, Ganyme
and Europa (Fig. 5) and Io (Fig. 6) are the result of apply
ing these corrections: dark/background subtraction, spik
moval and odd–even patterning adjustment. Each spec
is processed and the results are averaged. The observ
used to create the average spectra inFig. 5 andFig. 6 are
listed inTable 1.

4.3. The spectro-radiometric calibration procedure

The conversion of DNs to radiance(I/F ) requires knowl-
edge of the instrument spectral and radiometric respo
The spectro-radiometric response function used here fo
Galilean satellite observations was developed from a
quence of measurements starting with the ground calibra
before launch(Brown et al., 2004; Capaccioni et al., 199
Coradini et al., 2004)and progressing through the Ven
flyby, the Moon flyby, several star measurements before
after the Jupiter encounter, and by using the known pro
ties of the Galilean satellites.

None of these measurements provides a complete
bration due to various factors. For example, the IR chann
radiator cover had not yet been removed at the Venus fl
(as planned), and thus the IR channel was not functio
In addition, the IR signal was partly saturating during
Moon flyby due to the hot Moon and warm instrument
diator and optics (as expected), and observations of
and satellites were sub-pixel. Nevertheless, using diffe
sources and knowledge of these sources, a useful radio
ric calibration function has evolved.
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gr

observation

ets of
Fig. 5. The average spectra and 1-sigma error bars derived for each of the icy satellites: Callisto (black), Ganymede (light gray), and Europa (darkay). Each
spectrum (and error bar) has been multiplied by 20 at channels 225 and beyond, the spectral region where ice lowers the reflectance and the signal. Callisto is
brightest in this region because it is the least icy. Although the visible and near infrared albedo of (icy) Europa is greater than Ganymede, Europa fills a smaller
portion of the pixel, providing less light and therefore creating less signal in the instrument.

Fig. 6. The instrument response to reflected sunlight and emitted thermal energy from Io, for two series of observations at different integration times, plotted as
DN/s. Six spectra each at 636 ms and 156 ms are used. Plotted are the average spectrum and 1-sigma error bars (black), the long integration times
(black), and the 156 ms integration time observations (light gray). Also plotted, are the 156 ms integration time spectra (as DN) for comparison (light gray).
Note that the two integration time observations (DN/s) overlap so completely at longer wavelengths that it is difficult to distinguish between the two s
spectra. At long wavelengths, the 1-sigma error is approximately the width of the line.
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The ground calibrations for the IR channel are discus
in Brown et al. (2004). Only a summary seems appropria
here as the purpose of this article is to present the Gali
satellite observations and, in the process, discuss the in
 t

calibrations. The IR VIMS was tested in a large vacu
chamber at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory by the scie
team before flight. The IR radiometric response first w
measured using three sources: a tungsten lamp, a glow
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Fig. 7. The derivation of the longwave portion of the ground calibra
using a 296.4 K blackbody. The photons are calculated using known in
ment parameters and integration time applicable to the DN spectrum
photon curve has been divided by 6500 for viewing purposes only. Th
tio of the photon curve to the DN curve provides the radiometric calibratio
function. Low SNR limits its derivation to∼ 3 µm.

and a blackbody cavity enclosing the entire FOV with
window. A monochrometer was used to measure the spe
passbands. After inflight measurements using the Moon
stars, it was determined that the tungsten lamp was malf
tioning and these measurements were not used. The 29
blackbody cavity measurements (Fig. 7) proved to be supe
rior to the glow bar measurements, due to higher SNR
more uniform FOV coverage, and were used as the bas
the long wavelength calibration, since augmented by the
flight calibrations.

Further measurements are required, of course, to sub
tiate and improve this calibration function. In reality, the
diometric calibration will require reanalysis throughout
life of the instrument and mission. Those attempting d
analysis should be aware of the accuracy limits in calib
tion, and that instrument response changes may contin
occur for the life of the instrument.

The Moon observations were saturated at wavelen
shorter than 1.65 µm and longer than∼ 4.1 µm even a
the shortest integration times, due to the Moon being m
brighter (hotter) than objects in the Saturn system, for wh
VIMS was designed, and the radiator and instrument
tics being warmer than they are during operation at 10
and thus contributed significant thermal flux to the detect
The star observations, besides being sub-pixel and su
to the problems previously described, are of low signal
of sources not well characterizedat high-spectral resolutio
at the longer wavelengths. With the Jupiter system obse
tions, another chance existed to improve the calibrations

Between 1.65 and 4 µm, high-SNR spectra were obta
of the Moon at a spatial resolution sufficient to discern
mare and highlands, at a solar phase angle of∼ 90◦. By
l

-

r

-

t

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. (a) The image is from VIMS channel 200 (2.5594 µm) and is
ented with the North Pole to the right. The location of the two mare pi
are within the crosshairs and outlined by the box. (b) Derivation of th
correction factor for the ground calibration using the VIMS-IR Moon obser
vations. The correction factor is based on ground telescopic spectra (dott
line), and a 4th-order polynomial (dashed line). There is no VIMS data s
of 1.65 µm or long of 4.1 µm (not shown).

comparing the observations of the lunar mare to the kn
spectrum of Mare Serenitatis (e.g.,McCord et al., 1981) an
improvement in the shape of the calibration curve and in
absolute level of the calibration were obtained in the
ible and SWIR. An average DN for nearly identical mare
regions identified in two pixels from 12 separate obse
tions is used. The location of the two pixels in one obse
tion is outlined inFig. 8a. As the Moon moves only in th
y-direction between observations, the locations of these
mare pixels in another observation is estimated by matc
the DN from the pixels of this observation with the app
priate row in another observation.

We consider the spectrum of the Moon’s mare to
smoothly varying throughout the infrared, thus the hi
frequency variations in the laboratory-derivedI/F are con-
sidered artifacts (Fig. 8b). These artifacts are removed
deriving a correction factor that is simply the ratio betwe
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the smooth lines (considered to represent the actual l
spectrum) and theI/F derived from the VIMS ground cal
ibration. This correction factor is composed of 4 segme
delineated inFig. 8b by the black vertical lines. The groun
calibration appears to provide valid relative radiometric c
bration at wavelengths longer than∼ 3.41 µm (channel 251)
where the ground calibration blackbody produced sign
cant instrument response. However, for the VIMS IRI/F

to match telescopic spectra at the short wave portion, a
ing factor of∼ 2.2 is required. From 1.9803 to 3.3937 µ
(channels 165 to 250) the correction factor is derived for
region where the quality of the ground calibration effort s
fered from low SNR. From 1.6507 to 1.9637 (channels 1
to 164) the telescopic spectrum is used as the true sha
the lunar spectrum. Since reliable VIMS-IR spectra from
Moon are not obtained shortward of the 145th channel,
correction factor for the 97th VIMS channel (the 1st IR ch
nel) to the 144th is the same as for the 145th VIMS chan
correction—i.e., the scaling factor of∼ 2.2.

The lunar-derived sensitivity improved the radiomet
calibration, but refinement (and confirmation of the lun
derived results) was achieved by comparing the VIMS
spectra to that of the Galilean satellites. We rely here
knowledge of the reflectance of each of the Galilean sa
lites (and also of Jupiter for the V channel) that has b
derived from telescope observations (e.g.,Clark and Mc-
Cord, 1980; Calvin et al., 1995) and Galileo NIMS(Carl-
son et al., 1992, 1996; McCord et al., 1997, 1998a, 19
2001)to refine the relative radiometric calibration. Becau
the Galilean satellites are sub-pixel they are difficult to
to determine the absolute calibration. However, they h
-

f

proven quite useful in calibrating the relative radiometric
strument response. Differences between the VIMS-der
reflectance spectra and those from NIMS and ground-b
measurements are evaluated todetermine their sources. I
some cases, an adjustment in the VIMS calibration is m
This is the case, for example, when an unexpected spe
feature appears or a consistent difference from NIMS
pears in the VIMS spectrum of all the Galilean satellites. T
I/F calculated for each Galilean satellite using the gro
and lunar-derived sensitivities are given inFig. 9.

This improved calibration allows the comparison (Fig. 10)
of the Io trailing hemisphere spectrum from VIMS a
NIMS to show a disagreement in the wavelength channe
signments, especially in the SO2 frost absorption bands. Th
current NIMS wavelength calibration was developed us
detailed analysis of the NIMS data for Jupiter atmosph
and other sources with well-known absorption bands
addition, the NIMS Io observations were checked using
oratory data for the SO2 frost features. Evidence indicate
that the VIMS wavelength calibration has changed sinc
launch by about 12 to 22 nm. Another check of wavelen
calibration can be made using the CO2 band near 4.25 µm
(Fig. 11). The VIMS band center is about 28 nm shor
than derived from NIMS(McCord et al., 1997, 1998a; H
bbitts et al., 2000, 2003), close to but not exactly the sam
as the offset derived from the Io observations. It is expe
that there will be uncertainties at this level using these
servations because the VIMS spectral channel width is a
16 nm (NIMS was 27 nm), and there are the wavelength
ibration shifts associated with the sub-pixel nature of
Galilean satellite source and the variations of the PSF ac
y) using
Fig. 9. The reflectance(I/F ) spectra derived for the Galilean satellites: Callisto (black), Ganymede (light gray), Europa (dashed), Io (dark gra
laboratory-derived radiometric sensitivity and wavelength calibration files. Note, the signal from Io is dominated at long wavelengths by thermal flux from
volcanism and is not reflectance. Channels where order-filter overlap occurs (blank spaces in the spectra) do not respond linearly and are not plotted.
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gray. The
e

r the CO
Fig. 10. The spectrum of the trailing hemisphere of Io as observed by the Near Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (NIMS) aboard Galileo is shown in
VIMS spectrum, also of the trailing hemisphere, derived with the laboratory calibration, is shown in black, the bottom of the SO2 ice absorption bands ar
consistently 12 to 22 nm shorter in the VIMS observation (dashed black) compared to the NIMS observation (dashed gray).

Fig. 11. The CO2 absorption band as seen in the VIMS spectra of Callisto (black) and Ganymede (gray) compared to the shape model derived fo2
absorption band on both these moons from many observations by NIMS. The VIMS band center appears to be∼ 28 nm shorter than compared to NIMS.
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the spectrum, as discussed above. The wavelength ca
tion for observations of Jupiter, a resolved object, show
similar shift. Thus, we have calculated a new wavelen
calibration. We recognize that this is somewhat circular,
we will use observations of objects in the Saturn system
tained after Cassini’s arrival at Saturn to further improve
VIMS wavelength calibration.
- The refinement of the radiometric calibration that was
rived from the lunar results was an iterative procedure
which deviations from spacecraft (Galileo NIMS) spec
of each Galilean satellite were minimized. This proced
relies heavily on having high signal-to-noise observati
of similar hemispheres of each satellite by both VIMS a
NIMS. Because VIMS only obtained sub-pixel resolution
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NIMS reflectance spectra used for comparison were a
aged to obtain an effective global reflectance spectrum. O
the VIMS observations, both 156 and 636 ms observat
are used in order to obtain the highest signal level po
ble over the entire IR spectral range. Because the long
tegration time observations saturate at shorter wavele
(the water ice dominated spectra are brightest here), 15
ms observations are scaled to fill in this gap. The proce
begins with selecting stable VIMS observations for wh
corresponding NIMS observations exist, if possible. Th
occurred during Phase D and E of the Cassini Jupiter
counter, and tend to be of the trailing hemispheres.
VIMS spectra are first corrected for thermal emission fr
the chopper. A multi-order polynomial is fit to an avera
background-subtracted spectrum of deep space to deriv
correction. For 636 ms observations, the effect is about 4
at 5 µm. This is a serious effect in spectra for both Ganym
and especially Europa where the DNs are less than 1
5 µm.

The individual spectra are then despiked. This was d
by first scaling the spectra together at intervals defined
the filter overlaps to better distinguish noise from a sing
channel spike. A single scaling function does not work
the entire wavelength range, but does work between the
overlap regions. The scaling removes the DC offset betw
spectra that is likely due to movement of the satellite im
within the spectrometer slit. The remaining variation appe
to be random and is on the order of one or a few time
that expected for instrument noise. The spikes are rem
if they are single-channel variations that exceed∼ 1.5 stan-
dard deviations of the mean. This technique has the pote
to remove single-event, single-channel features that ma
e

t

l

due to emission or absorption bands, but neither of the
expected to exist in IR data of the Galilean satellites. T
spectrum of each satellite is again plotted inFig. 12, this
time with the improved calibrations.

5. The visual channel data reduction

In Table 2are reported the satellite observations use
the analysis of the VIMS V channel. This list is differe
from the IR observation list reported inTable 1because for
the V channel we discarded all the observations with an
tegration time below 1 s, due to the low signal level. W
also included observations in addition to the pointed
servations to increase the phase coverage. In Section2 we
mentioned that the IR channel usually drives the obse
tions. Nevertheless, the exposure time of the VIS cha
is independently selected within a range whose upper l
depends on the exposure time selected by the IR cha
Thus, in several cases, the selected exposure time for t
channel might not have been adequate to achieve accep
signal levels.

We have reanalyzed the Moon and Venus data to imp
the existing VIMS V radiometric calibration, described
Brown et al. (2004). We were then able to define a mo
accurate instrument radiometric response. Among other ad
vantages, this allowed us to derive the satellite absolute
flectances and albedos. As with the IR channel, the V ra
metric calibration needs further refinements and impro
ments, which will be carried out throughout the life of t
instrument.

It is worth noting that the V ground calibration effort w
limited due to schedule problems. The ground calibra
nt
Fig. 12. New radiometric and wavelength calibration have been applied to the same DN spectra used inFig. 9. Small irregularities remain at the few perce
level.
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Table 2
VIMS-V observations of the Galilean satellites used for the spectral analysis

Year-day-time Io Europa Ganymede Callisto # of data cubes

2000-348T0541-0748 0.4◦–0.6◦ 7.68 18
2000-364T0650-0716 52.5◦ 1.92–7.69 13
2000-364T0725-0752 45.5◦ 7.68 7
2000-364T0800-0827 56◦ 1.92–7.68 14
2000-364T0900-1100 52.1◦ 7.68 s 3
2001-002T0017-0040 77.3◦ 1.92–7.68 12
2001-002T1002-1006 76.9◦ 3.0 2
2001-006T0716 94.5◦ 40.0 1
2001-010T0948-1025 108.3◦ 3.84–7.68 16
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data acquired have since been superseded by the infligh
ibrations. However, a spare model of VIMS-V exists. T
is a twin instrument assembled and tested by the p
contractor (Galileo Avionica) according to the flight instr
ment standards and with flight components. This spar
presently in the laboratory at IASF-Rome and is curre
being used to characterize and possibly correct anoma
behavior identified during flight operations.

5.1. Anomalies and artifacts in the V data

As for the IR channel, spikes are frequently presen
the V raw data due to high-energy particles impacts. Sp
affect only single pixels on the V two-dimensional array
tector and are removed with algorithms that detect them
for the IR channel), and then substitute the average DN v
of the three-dimensional neighborhood pixels in the hy
spectral data cube. These spikes are randomly distrib
over the CCD frame and affect both signal and backgro
data.

The major instrumental anomaly detected in the V chan
nel is the misalignment of the holographic grating w
respect to the spectrometer’s slit and CCD positions.
cording to the optical design, the grating’s grooves sho
be placed perpendicular to the slit and to CCD colum
direction in order to maintain the parallelism of the d
cube. A small misalignment occurred during the assem
of the grating, but was not detected during ground pro
dures when the spectrometer and the telescope wer
aligned and focused. In the present configuration, the gra
grooves direction is rotated from the ideal position. The
tation corresponds to an angle of about 3.12 mrad an
effect is to introduce a spatial shift of each monochrom
slit image on the detector array. The tilt was first detec
during the analysis of the lunar observations data and
been subsequently verified on the spare model, allowin
to determine the cause.

The result of the mechanical rotation of the grating (t
is an image shift parallel to the slit direction, of about ha
nominal pixel (500× 500 µrad2) between the first (350 nm
and the last (1050 nm) spectral channel. This tilt effect is
ticularly striking for sources with an angular width compa
ble to the instrument IFOV, such as for the Jupiter satel
l-

s

-

and stars. For extended sources, the effect is evident for
els at the targets edges, but it is not noticeable for fill pix

In general, short focal length imaging spectrome
like VIMS-V are not suitable for spectral analysis of su
pixel/sub-slit targets. In these cases, the instrument resp
is different from that for extended sources and changes
the position of the object across the slit. The VIMS obs
vations of the Galilean satellites are therefore at the ins
ment’s capabilities limits.

In Fig. 13are shown data from the seven pointed ob
vations of Ganymede at a 7.68 s exposure. The figure sh
two specific instrument characteristics. One is the discre
sampling of the instrument FOV by the CCD pixels. T
satellite falls in between two pixels and consequently its
is shared between the adjacent pixels A and B. From
nm longwards, however, the signal level for the two pix
changes, thus indicating a spectral tilt, which causes p
B to have excess IR signal with respect to pixel A. U
derstanding this effect led us to a straightforward solu
to overcome this problem for observations of small ang
width sources (i.e., unresolved objects). Because the CC
pixels have a fill factor of 100%, no signal loss is expec
between two adjacent pixels, and thus we can conside
sum of the DN signal from all the neighborhood pixels as
effective source signal. Because the normal mode of op
tion for VIMS-V is by summing on chip three spatial and fi
spectral adjacent pixels into one nominal pixel/resolution
ement, most all effects of sensitivity variation across a pixe
are lost. In the case shown inFig. 13, the total DN flux from
Ganymede is the sum of the contribution from pixel A a
from pixel B. This approach has been adopted throug
the analysis of the Galilean-satellite data and has prove
fective.

For extended sources, however, the spectral tilt effecti
slightly reduces the spatial resolution of the instrument.
are presently running laboratory tests using the flight spa
channel to better understand and compensate for this e
The most likely solution would be to identify a de-tiltin
algorithm to correct the original data in specific cases, for
ample, analysis of surface regions where the spectral m
could affect the identification of local compositional boun
aries. The outcome of these laboratory tests, plus the ana
of extended sources, will be treated in a subsequent arti
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Fig. 13. Raw DNs for two Ganymede pixels (A, left side, B, right side) over seven consecutive observations. Pixel A collects mainly the blue part of the signal
while pixel B the red part. This is a consequence of the tilt effect described in the text.

Fig. 14. Percentage contribution of thestandard deviation to the signal inFig. 13for pixels A and B.
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A final issue concerns the relative size of the Jupiter sa
lites with respect to the V slit. In contrast to the IR chann
the physical dimension of the V slit corresponds to 167 µ
that is, the VIS channel has an intrinsic spatial samp
three times smaller than the IR channel. As mentioned
fore, to produce compatible data sets using the two ch
nels requires the nominal mode of operation be with eac
pixel a summation of three pixels in both spatial coordina
(along and across track). However, the IFOV by the V ch
nel is 167 µrad wide, which implies that the observation
the Galilean satellites by the V channel are (barely) resol
Thus, we do not expect any wavelength shift like those s
for the IR channel (see Section4.1).
An analysis of the repeatability and noise characteris
of the data shown inFig. 13, which can be considered typic
for the other Galilean satellites, yields the result shown
Fig. 14, where we report the standard deviation of the
added DN spectra. The intrinsic noise of the instrumen
measured from background fluctuations is about±0.5 DN
and thus the noise in the data is mostly photon shot nois

5.2. Radiometric calibration of the VIMS visual channel

The main objective of the in-flight radiometric calibratio
was to calculate the instrument transfer function, or Unit
sponse, UR(s, λ), expressed in (DN cm2 nm sterad)/(W s).
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This allows a conversion of raw digital numbers to sp
tral radiance (W cm−2 nm−1 sterad−1) for each pixel of the
detector’s frame placed at coordinate (sample, bands)=
(s, λ). Finally, by dividing this radiance by the solar rad
ance scaled at the Sun–target distance theI/F or the target
spectral reflectanceρ(λ) is obtained. For extended sourc
the UR(s, λ) can be expressed as:

(1)UR(s, λ) = DN(s∗, λ)

ρ(λ)SR(λ)texp
Flat(s, λ),

where DN(s∗, λ) is the raw instrument output in DN for th
pixel at spatial locations∗ and at wavelengthλ, SR(λ) is
the Solar Radiance measuredat mean Earth–Sun distan
(1 AU) and scaled at the Sun–target distance (in AU),ρ(λ)

is the target spectral reflectance andtexp is the integration
time in seconds. Flat(s, λ) is a multiplying coefficient which
corrects for instrument response non-uniformity at the s
tial locations respect tos∗.

The other spatial variable, representing the third coo
nate of the image cube, is associated with the mirror s
Each instantaneous data set (frame) is associated with a
position. Several in-flight tests have demonstrated tha
UR does not depend on the scan position and a recu
application of the above formula to each instantaneous
quisition will provide a calibrated data cube. The electro
offset, dark and background contributions are removed f
the signal DN as a preliminary step. The subsequent st
to remove all the spikes in the data. This is achieved u
an automatic procedure that consider a three-dimens
neighborhood of each pixel and compares the central p
value to the average value of the neighborhood. If the i
vidual pixel DN exceeds a selectable threshold level, its lo
value is substituted with the neighborhood average.

The instrumental spectral characterization was performe
during on-ground calibrations(Capaccioni et al., 1998)and
continuously checked in flight by using the internal ca
bration unit. From these measurement we derived that a
the nth band is associated the wavelength (in nm):λ(n) =
353.33+ 7.33· n.

From Eq.(1) the determination of the instrument tran
fer function can be split into two separate and indepen
steps:

• determine the flat field response of the instrument;
• determine a spectral calibration at a specific spa

point s∗.

5.3. Flat field

The first step of the radiometric calibration was to
termine the pixel-to-pixel variation in the overall instrume
response to a uniform extended source. Venus cloud to
the spatial resolution of the encounter (17 km/pixel in nom-
inal mode) represented spatially homogeneous and fea
less targets, and thus were optimal sources for flat fieldi
n

l

t

-

The cube V1308947365 (texp= 50 ms, acquired at 1999
175T20:23:08:08.384), corrected for dark and backgro
signal, was used to define the pixel-to-pixel sensitivity v
ations. The result inFig. 15shows the percentage variati
of the signal over the CCD frame (samples alongx axis and
bands alongy axis) with respect to the center of the slit (sa
ple 32). A detailed discussion of the nature of the featu
visible on the flat field is outside the scope of this paper
will be the subject of a subsequent publication. Neverthe
we briefly state that the main cause of pixel-to-pixel va
tion is not the CCD itself (for which measurement of t
non-uniformity yielded maximum variation of 1%) nor th
tilt effect, but the overall optical system, especially the g
ing design. From a detailed analysis ofFig. 15we derive that
the maximum non-uniformities over the CCD frame are
the range±15%, with about 85% of the CCD frame fallin
in the range±5%. The final result is a matrix of multiplyin
coefficients Flat(s, λ), which is then used in Eq.(1).

5.4. Radiometric calibration

The next step is to identify a reasonable source of kn
reflectance to be used as an “absolute calibration spectrum.
The absolute calibration of the V boresight pixel is then
tended to the rest of the field of view using the flat fi
matrix.

Fig. 15. Flat field image over the CCD frame normalized with respect to
slit’s center (sample 32). Thex axis represents the spatial coordinate alo
the slit, while they axis corresponds to the spectral bands. A vertical
corresponds to the spectrum (from UV at bottom to IR at the top) of a s
pixel on the slit.
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In recent years, observations of the Moon were routin
used by several spaceborne multispectral imagers to
vide a calibration reference(McEwen, 1996; Murchie et al.
1999). The main advantage lies in the fact that the Moon
the only atmosphereless body in the Solar System for w
pristine material collected at well-known locations has b
returned to Earth and analyzed in the laboratory(McCord
et al., 1981; Pieters, 1999). The laboratory measured r
flectance of the samples taken from the Apollo 16 land
site was used as our reflectance standard to derive a r
metric calibration function.

The first Moon data set returned by the V channel w
obtained during Cassini’s August 17, 1999 flyby of t
Earth. During the flyby, Cassini was 385,000 km from
Moon, hence the spatial sampling in the nominal mo
(IFOV of 500 µrad) is 192 km/pixel. We used the cub
1313633953.QUB acquired at 1999-230T02:12:25.498 w
an exposure time oftexp = 320 ms. Temperatures of the i
strument were well within the nominal range (Tdetector=
236.33 K andToptics= 276.83 K), thus limiting the dark sig
nal to less than 1 DN. The phase angle was 89.9◦.

Unfortunately, the Apollo 16 landing site was close
the terminator during the observations resulting in a v
low signal-to-noise ratio. We thus searched for a fully
luminated location (maximum signal about 2000 DN) w
supposedly similar compositional characteristics to be ta
as reasonable analogue. Our choice was a highland re
close to Petavius and Langrenus craters and centered a
gitude 318◦ and latitude−28◦. We assumed that the ob
served reflectance at this point was equal to the spectru
the Apollo 16 sample measured in the laboratory (Fig. 17);
our assumption is based mainly on the fact that at
VIMS-V spatial resolution we observe a “mean” spectru
whose intensity variations over the lunar highland regi
are mainly introduced by illumination angle (geometric
fects). InFig. 16are shown the raw DNs for this locatio
(The sharp signal decrease at around 600 nm (band= 35)
is due to the junction of the two order filters located on
CCD detector window.)

The instrument transfer function at the pixel correspo
ing to the above location on ground is given by:

(2)UR(s∗, λ) = DN(s∗, λ)

ρMoon(λ)SR(λ)texp
,

whereρMoon(λ) is the spectral reflectance of the observ
lunar location (for the corresponding illumination and view
ing geometry) and UR(s∗, λ) is transfer function corre
sponding to the spatial pixels∗. The solar irradiance from
(Thekaekara, 1973)has been adopted and converted to
lar radiance SR(λ) at the Sun–Moon distance. The Apol
16 sample reflectance used is the one available in electroni
form at the PDS node at the Brown University(Pieters,
1999), reported in Fig. 14.

It is well known that reflectance spectrum depends
only on the optical constants and the physical propertie
the surface materials but also on the photometric geom
-

-

-

f

Fig. 16. Raw Moon DNs at the calibration point.

Fig. 17. Apollo 16 landing site sample reference spectrum. The mea
ment has been performed in the laboratory (afterPieters, 1999).

(Hapke, 1993)and the incidence, emission and phase
gles. Several analytical relations have been proposed to
into account the illumination/observation geometry. The lu
nar spectral reflectance can be adequately described
scattering law of the form(Gradie and Veverka, 1986):

(3)

(
I

F

)
λ

= µ0

µ + µ0
Aλfλ(α).

Whereµ0 andµ are the cosines of the incidence and em
sion angles, respectively,A(λ) is a constant that depend
on the absolute reflectance andf (α) is the phase function
which describes the variation of the reflectance as a functio
of the phase angleα. The spectral dependence of the
flectance on the phase angle has been known for a long
(Lane and Irvine, 1973)and shows a considerable redden
with increasing phase angle.We then compared the select
V-channel lunar spectrum taken at a phase angle of 90◦, in-
cidence of 62◦, and emittance of 37.6◦, with the laboratory
measurement of an Apollo-16-landing-site sample take
phase angle of 30◦, incidence of 3◦ and emission of 0◦.
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From the disk-integrated photometric spectral measurem
of Lane and Irvine (1973), which cover the wavelength rang
359–1063 nm, we calculated the ratio between the Mo
brightness at the two phase angles (seeFig. 18). The Lane
and Irvine data refer to disk-integrated measurements, hen
they are a weighted average of the photometric prope
of bright (highland) and dark (maria) terrains(Helfenstein
and Veverka, 1987); this could be a potential source of err
in the determination of the lunar reflectance as our select
spot refers to a highland region. Nevertheless, the Lane
Irvine data are the only spectrally resolved data availab
the literature.

With these additional data we were able to calculate
proper value of theρMoon(λ) to be introduced in the expre
sion for the UR(s, λ) given above. InFig. 19 is shown the
transfer function thus obtained at the slit center, while

Fig. 18. Ratio between the Moon brightness at the two phase angles
90◦ (VIMS-V observation) and 30◦ (laboratory measurement), as calc
lated fromLane and Irvine (1973)phase dependent spectral magnitudes.
sFig. 20is shown the transfer function extended to the C
frame. The UR shows a typical shape for CCD detectors
a maximum efficiency in the central spectral range and w
a sharp fall at the extreme infrared edge; the order so
filter is evident as a sharp absorption peak at band= 35. The
reflectanceρT (s, λ) of a generic target is then given by t
expression:

(4)ρT (s, λ) = DNT (s, λ)

UR(s, λ)
SREarth(λ)

D2
T

texpT

.

WhereDT is the heliocentric distance of the target in A
and SREarth(λ) the solar spectral radiance measured at
mean Earth–Sun distance (1 AU).

5.5. Comparison of Jupiter spectral albedo with ground
based data

The absolute reflectance of Jupiter as obtained f
V-channel data during the C23 (Cruise 23) mission ph
was then compared to data in the literature to verify
quality of the radiometric calibration. We used the cu
V1355182709 acquired at 2000-345T23:27:02.463Z, wh
has an exposure time of 640 ms; the Cassini–Jupiter dist
was of 20.847 million kilometers and the phase angle 3.◦.

The Jupiter disk resolved reflectance was transfor
to full-disk reflectance, and compared to theKarkoschka
(1994) telescopic data taken with a spectral resolution
1 nm (note that the V channel has a spectral resolutio
the nominal mode of 7.3 nm) and at a phase angle of 9◦.
The ground-based telescopic spectrum was resampled
V wavelengths, and the comparison is shown inFig. 21. At
this stage we did not attempt to correct for the phase di
ence between the two spectra. The two spectra are sho
the bottom ofFig. 21and the ratio of the two is shown
Fig. 19. VIMS-V spectral transfer function at slit’s center (sample= 32).
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the upper portion of the figure. The large variation at ab
890 nm is due to the very low signal at the bottom of an
most saturated CH4 absorption band. Also, at around 730 n
there is a relatively large peak that is most probably du
the incomplete correction of the spectral resolution of
two sets of data.

Removal of these variations results in an absolute cali
tion error of about 15%, which is not randomly distribut

Fig. 20. VIMS-V transfer function over the frame (64 samples, 96 ban
The definition of the axes is the same as inFig. 15.
in the spectral range, but grows linearly from blue to r
We believe this is the result of an incomplete phase
rection probably due to compositional differences betw
theLane and Irvine (1973)Moon disk-integrated brightnes
data and the selected V observations. An additional so
of error could be related to the spectral differences betw
the Apollo 16 sample spectral reflectance and the sele
Petavius region.

6. Galilean satellite reflectance spectra analysis

6.1. Icy Ganymede and Europa

The reflection spectra of Ganymede and Europa (Fig. 12)
are both dominated by the effects of water ice and hydr
materials(McCord et al., 1998a, 1998b, 1999, 2001, 20
Hansen and McCord, 2004). Water ice and hydrated mater
als are bright in the near infrared, so the longer integra
time observations of both Ganymede and Europa satura
the short-wavelength end of the DN spectrum (left), but
is necessary to increase the signal for the 2.5–5-µm reg
This effect is less extreme for less-icy Callisto (Fig. 12).
The absorption bands at 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.65, 2, and 2.8
are all due to the presence of H2O and/or OH, as is the
small Fresnel reflectance peak at 3.1 µm in the reflec
of Ganymede, which cannot be seen in the VIMS spe
of Europa(Hansen and McCord, 2004). The reflection of
water-bearing materials is low beyond 3 µm, which redu
the signal to less than 20 DN for Ganymede and less
10 DN for Europa. Yet even with these extremely low s
nal levels, the CO2 absorption band is easily detected
Ganymede and Callisto, and is likely there for Europa, wh
Fig. 21. Absolute disk integrated Jupiter reflectanceevaluated by VIMS-V and by ground-based observations(Karkoschka, 1994). The main absorption
features, due to methane and ammonia,are identified. The ratiobetween the two spectra is plotted in the upper part.
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Fig. 22. The CO2 absorption band in VIMS spectra of Callisto (black) and Ganymede (dark gray) are scaled for comparison with the probable CO2 absorption
band in VIMS spectrum of Europa. The multiple-channel nature of the Europa feature suggests it is not an artifact, and the shape is similar to that of tCO2
feature on Ganymede. The single-channel features also present are likely artifacts. Note, the extremely low signal level at which this detection iade also
equates to less than 10 DN (in an average of only 7 spectra).
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the surface albedo is very low (Fig. 22). It is not possible
to directly analyze the water of hydration absorptions se
rately from the water-ice features, especially near 1.45
1.95 µm, in the VIMS spectra for Europa and Ganyme
This is because the water of hydration features occur at sp
cific areas on the surface that are not resolved by the V
observations of the anti-jovian hemisphere with an effec
central longitude of 175◦ (Table 1). Thus, only a mix of wa-
ter ice and hydrated minerals is present in VIMS spectra

6.2. Carbon dioxide and other minor constituents on
Ganymede and Callisto and possibly Europa

The CO2 absorption band in the reflectance spectra
Callisto and Ganymede at∼ 4.25 µm (Fig. 11) confirms
the discovery of CO2 from reflection spectra returned b
the Galileo NIMS instrument. This absorption may also
present in VIMS spectra of Europa, as reported by NI
(McCord et al., 1998a; Smythe et al., 1998), but the depth
is similar to the one-channel, one-sigma error (Fig. 22). Ad-
ditionally, a possible absorption in the NIMS spectra n
4.37 µm may also be present in the VIMS spectra at a
the same strength, although more analysis to remove the
terns in the VIMS spectra is needed to determine this w
certainty. If real, this feature is most likely due to the isoto
13C. The SO2 absorption bands are not well resolved in
VIMS spectrum of Callisto because this observation is o
trailing hemisphere where the absorption band is very w
(Hibbitts et al., 2000). However, the CN band at 4.57 µm
again detected on Callisto (Fig. 12), and its shape is sim
-

larly asymmetric relative to that derived byMcCord et al.
(1998a), although it is shallower than it usually appears
NIMS spectra, probably due to the VIMS hemispheric av
aging of Callisto properties.

6.3. Io spectrum

After recalibration, we again compare the Io spectra fr
NIMS and VIMS (Fig. 23). The absorption-band position
now agree and the spectra have a similar shape. The
wavelength portion of the VIMS spectrum has much gre
signal than for NIMS. This is due to regions on Io w
high-temperature volcanic activity being included within
VIMS observations

The eclipse observation of Io is centered on longit
310◦ W and on Loki (309◦ W, 13◦ N) during the si-
multaneous Galileo spacecraft G29 observation of Lok
NIMS. The NIMS results suggest a two-temperature
face (2330 km2 at 417 K, and 0.6 km2 at 1085 K(Davies
et al., 2001). We find (Fig. 24) that a very similar two-
temperature curve also matches the radiance output d
mined by VIMS, which also includes the entire rema
ing hemisphere of Io. We chose one component to be
2330 km2 417 K surface. This requires a second warm
component∼ 1105 K and 1.9 km2 to match the observe
radiance. The difference between the NIMS and VIMS
servations could be due to the hemispheric nature of
VIMS observation and the inclusion of other hot spots.
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the VIMS

wo
Fig. 23. The Io reflectance spectra from VIMS and NIMS are shown after the revised radiometric and spectral calibrations have been applied to
data. These results should be compared with those shown inFig. 10.

Fig. 24. VIMS IR spectrum for Io in eclipse and centered on the longitude of Loki shows a strong thermal component. A model spectrum consisting of t
blackbody temperature contributions (2330 km2 at 417 K and 1.9 km2 at 1105 K) is also plotted.
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6.4. Satellites spectral reflectances in the VIS channel

The V channel produced a large data set, but the am
of data could be misleading as the large variations in obs
ing situations produced a large variation in the data qua
In particular, the serendipitous observations (such as t
obtained with the satellite being caught inside the V fra
while observing Jupiter) are mainly single cubes and sp
tral averaging is not possible. We also discarded all th
t

cubes taken at distances such that the satellite angula
is sub-V slit (i.e., less than 167 µrad). Thus, we perform
the spectral analysis using only the observations listed inTa-
ble 2.

All the observations were calibrated with the trans
function described in Section5. Corrections were made fo
the geometry of the observation, according to the relatio

(5)ρCORR(λ) = ρ(λ)
,

AR · PF
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whereρ(λ) is the reflectance obtained after the radiometric
calibration, AR is the ratio between the satellite area and
IFOV area (in nominal operation mode), and PF is the ph
factor, which represent the fraction of the illuminated are
the satellite disk at the given phase angle.

Given the wide range of observing conditions and the
signal and DN values, we did not attempt to perform an
ses of individual observations, but rather we used, wher
possible, averages of individual spectra. InFig. 25are shown
the reflectances for all the satellites: Io is scaled to 1.
563 nm, Europa to 0.8, Ganymede to 0.6, and Callist
0.4 to avoid superposition of spectra, and compared to
scopic observation obtained byKarkoschka (1994). Scaling
is necessary because the averaged spectra represent a colle
tion obtained over a wide range of phase angles (for insta
Europa and Ganymede phase changes of about 50◦). Com-
parison of the VIMS V result with the Karkoschka telesco
observations shows general overall agreement but with
eral similar differences for all satellites, up to about 1
in magnitude. As for the Jupiter data, there is a consis

(a)

(b)

Fig. 25. Galilean satellites spectra: VIMS-V results (a) are compared
ground-based observations(Karkoschka, 1994), (b). Io spectrum is normal
ized to 1.0 at 563 nm, Europa at 0.8; Ganymede at 0.6; Callisto at 0.4.
,

-

decrease in reflectance towards the IR (see Section5.5).
This suggests that an adjustment to the calibration fu
tion as derived before the Jupiter encounter is needed
again illustrates the general approach to deriving a con
uously improving radiometric calibration for the VIMS in
strument.

The Io spectrum shows three interesting features, w
can be correlated to its surface composition. The spec
displays a steep rise with an 80% reflectance increase
350 to about 500 nm. A plateau up to 600 nm and an a
tional rise, although with less slope, up to 700 nm. Longw
of 700 nm the spectrum remains flat. A hint of an absorp
feature, centered at about 350 nm, can be seen at the
end of the spectrum.

All these features can be compared with the recent cla
sification of Io surface materials performed byGeissler et
al. (1999). They used Io disk-resolved images taken by
Galileo SSI (Solid State Imaging) system. They pointed
the presence of four distinct units characterized by distinc
spectral properties in the Vis-NIR range and best dis
guished by their spectral slopes: (1) Yellow material tha
covers about 40% of Io’s surface, is concentrated mainl
the equatorial region and displays steep positive slopes
violet to green (400–550 nm); (2) Red material cover
about 32% of the region above 30◦ latitude and displaying
steep (but less steep than yellow materials) slopes from
olet to red (350 through 750 nm); (3) White material t
covers about 27% of Io’s surface, is the brightest, and
plays a shallow slope at short wavelengths up to 700 nm
nally, there is dark material, covering 1% of the surface
showing a fairly flat spectrum, located at isolated spots
patches around the main calderas. All the observed fea
of Io have been correlated with sulfur and sulfur dioxi
Additionally, SO2 frost is responsible for the minimum o
an absorption band at around 350 nm. The V disk-integr
observations represent the convolution of these single
spectra and effectively reproduce a composite Io spec
showing all the spectral features seen by Galileo SSI.

6.5. Satellitephase curves

Cassini observations of the Jupiter satellites cover a w
range of phase angles: Europa from 0.4◦ to about 115◦;
Ganymede from 15◦ to 108◦, and Callisto from 18◦ to 95◦.
Contrarily to what has been done for the spectral anal
we have also used the lower SNR serendipitous obse
tions, which, although of poor spectral quality, allow im
provement of the phase angle coverage.

We show the resulting phase curves for absolute
flectances at 563 nm inFigs. 26, 27, and 28. In the same plo
we have added (shown with a different symbol) the geom
ric albedo (absolute reflectance at zero phase angle) of t
bodies as reported (Buratti, 1995, and references therein
thus effectively extending our phase coverage to zero p
for all three icy satellites.
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Fig. 26. Europa phase curve as derived by VIMS-V observations at a wave-
length of 563 nm. The two large dots indicate the leading (l) and trailing (t)
sides geometric albedo, 0.92 and 0.71, respectively(Buratti, 1995).

Fig. 27. Ganymede phase curve as derived by VIMS-V observations at 563
nm. The large dot at zero phase indicates the average leading-trailing geo-
metric albedo(Buratti, 1995).

Fig. 28. Callisto phase curve as derived by VIMS-V observations at 563 nm.
Large dot at zero phase indicates the average leading-trailing geometric
albedo(Buratti, 1995).

We did not separate the observations according to t
longitude, again to add more phase coverage but at the
time adding more scatter to the data. As a final consid
tion on the data quality, we point out that the data at b
ends of the phase angle range for all the satellites were
tained at the beginning and the end of the close encou
phase when the distance between spacecraft and satellit
greatest and the SNR poorest.

Our data set for Europa slightly exceeds the Voya
phase angle coverage, while the Ganymede and Callisto
erage is more limited than for the Voyager data(Domingue
and Verbiscer, 1997)

Europa has the largest geometric albedo variation
tween leading and trailing sides of all the satellites and
Europa trailing side displays an opposition surge while th
leading one does not(Buratti and Golombeck, 1988). The
VIMS data have a zero phase reflectance compatible
the trailing side albedo but they do not show an opposi
surge. This mixed behavior could be explained by noting
almost all of the Europa observations used were centere
an intermediate longitude between the trailing and lead
sides.

A complete description of the phase curve and of
surface’s physical properties requires the calculation o
photometric model. We have not yet performed this analy
However, the reflectance increase at about 120◦ is interesting
as it points out the presence of a forward scattering c
ponent to the single particle scattering function, proba
due to the overabundance of clear particles with respe
the internal scatterers, which would increase the backs
tering component(Domingue et al., 1991; Domingue an
Verbiscer, 1997). The Callisto phase curve (Fig. 28) shows,
within the uncertainty due to the scattering of the d
points, a more pronounced opposition surge than Ganym
(Fig. 27). Again this is compatible with previous analysis
Voyager data and subsequent modeling(Buratti, 1991).
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